VHP

Portable, Electric-Powered,
LP Gas-Heated, Hot Water Pressure Washer

 Up to 2.5 GPM, 2000 PSI
 Belt-Driven Pump

with 7-year Warranty

 Schedule 80 Heating Coil
 Rack for 10-Gallon Tank
 Tubed Pneumatic Tires

WHY CHOOSE THE VHP
Looking for a heavy-duty pressure washer that can handle the dirt and grime indoors and out? Then the versatile VHP is the right machine for the task.
Available in both 120V and 230V configurations, this hot water pressure washer features cleaning power up to 2.5 GPM and 2000 PSI. And, since the VHP
is built with tubed pneumatic tires, this heavy-duty series delivers power wherever the job takes you. It is designed for vapor type propane only.
Safety: The VHP has a ground fault circuit interrupter and is certified to the rigid UL‑1776 safety
standards for pressure washers. Also it is manufactured in a state-of-the-art plant certified to the
internationally recognized ISO‑9001 quality manufacturing standards.
Quality: The VHP includes direct-spark piezo ignitor, a 10 ft. gas hose,
a variable pressure wand, rugged 10‑gauge steel chassis, protected by
a polyester powder coat finish, and a tri-plunger, belt-driven pump with
7‑year warranty.
Selection: VHP models come in 120V and 230V configurations
and deliver cleaning power of up to 2.5 GPM and 2000 PSI.

VHP3-20024A
PUMP
WARRANTY

Model #

Part #

GPM

PSI

Pump RPM

Pump

Motor HP

Volts

Phase

Amps

Approx BTUs

Ship Wt (lbs)

VHP2-15024D
VHP3-20024A

1.109-556.0
1.109-557.0

1.8
2.5

1500
2000

1100
1375

LB3030R
LB3030R

2
5

120
230

1
1

17
20

140,000
245,000

470
500

Dimensions: 50"L x 26"W x 41"H

Field Installed Options & Accessories
8.903-538.0
8.903-501.0
8.925-856.0

Stainless Steel Coil Wrap & Motor Cover
Electric Ignition (convenience in lighting pilot) for 120V machine
Electric Ignition (convenience in lighting pilot) for 230V machine

Distributed by:

DETERGENT FOR EVERY JOB
Landa innovative detergent lineup makes your
cleaning job easier and faster. Phosphate-free to meet
the most stringent environmental demands without
sacrificing cleaning effectiveness. We’ll match you
with a product designed for your specific application.

Note: Landa is constantly improving and updating its products. Consequently, pictures, features, and specifications in this brochure may differ slightly from current models. Flow rates and pressure ratings may vary due to variances allowed by
manufacturers of our machine components. Landa product performance is certified by the Cleaning Equipment Trade Association (CETA) to be within 5% of listed specifications.
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